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Abstract: The cold neutron imaging and diffraction instrument IMAT at the second target station of
the pulsed neutron source ISIS is currently being commissioned and prepared for user operation.
IMAT will enable white-beam neutron radiography and tomography. One of the benefits of operating
on a pulsed source is to determine the neutron energy via a time of flight measurement, thus enabling
energy-selective and energy-dispersive neutron imaging, for maximizing image contrasts between
given materials and for mapping structure and microstructure properties. We survey the hardware
and software components for data collection and image analysis on IMAT, and provide a step-by-step
procedure for operating the instrument for energy-dispersive imaging using a two-phase metal test
object as an example.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade neutron imaging at pulsed neutron sources has been developed as an essential
tool for materials science and engineering studies [1–4]. Time-of-flight (TOF) energy-dispersive
neutron imaging at a pulsed source enables mapping of compositional and structural (phase, strain
and texture) variations in metals [5–7] and imaging of phase transformations [8] with submillimeter
spatial resolution. Moreover, spatial mapping of element compositions and remote temperatures via
neutron resonance transmission analysis [9–12], and TOF imaging of magnetic fields [13] have been
performed. Recently, 3D diffraction imaging via a TOF transmission technique has been verified [14],
and the concept of mapping small angle scattering signals via wavelength-dispersive dark-field
imaging has been demonstrated [15].

Most energy-dispersive imaging applications on TOF instruments are concerned with mapping
structural parameters via Bragg edge analysis. Bragg diffraction removes neutrons from the incident
beam, thus producing Bragg edges in the transmitted intensity as a function of wavelength. A Bragg
edge transmission analysis can provide phase, strain and texture parameters of a material [16,17],
and neutron radiography and tomography techniques can be employed to obtain 2D and 3D maps of
those parameters. Bragg edge analysis works well with metals e.g., [18,19] but it has been applied for
mapping mineral phases as well e.g., [20]. 3D reconstruction of elastic strains is being considered for
systems under certain boundary conditions [21] whilst the ill-posed problem for strain tomography has
been pointed out [22]. It should be noted that parallel to developments of Bragg edge analysis at pulsed
sources, energy-resolved analysis at steady state sources is achieved by tuning the neutron energy
using a double-crystal monochromator [23], allowing 2D and 3D mapping of structure parameters and
phase transformations [24].

The fast development of TOF imaging is driven by the need for advanced materials research.
In the past decade there have been significant developments in the design and installation of new
imaging instruments on the one hand [2,25–29], and advances with detection systems on the other
hand [30–33]. Accordingly, the available instruments and methods have made substantial progress
since the early feasibility studies using a gated CCD camera [1]. Notably, two dedicated neutron
imaging user facilities have been constructed at pulsed sources, namely RADEN [2] at J-PARC and
IMAT [25,26,29] at ISIS. IMAT was installed on the 10 Hz pulsed source of the ISIS second target station
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, with substantial in-kind contributions from the Italian CNR.
The beamline has recently seen cold and hot commissioning and is now being prepared for a user
program. The instrument parameters have been determined [29], and the imaging cameras have been
characterized [31,34,35].

Here we provide a first review of the instrument components used for TOF imaging on the new
beamline, and we outline the set-up of the instrument as a user facility. The data collection and image
analysis on IMAT is demonstrated using the same shrink-fitted Cu–Fe test object that was used in the
earlier pilot study [1]. A detailed step-by-step guide includes the important aspects when performing
a Bragg edge imaging experiment on IMAT. This paper complements the earlier description and
characterization of the instrument for white-beam imaging [29].

2. TOF Imaging and Instrument Description

2.1. TOF Imaging

On a pulsed source energy-resolved imaging is enabled by a TOF analysis of the neutrons
transmitted or scattered by the sample. This mode requires synchronization of the beamline
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components with the pulse generation, i.e., for choppers, monitors and cameras, using an external
trigger signal which is provided by the source and marks the generation of neutrons in the target.
For each pixel of a neutron camera the time of the neutron arrival relative to this trigger is measured.
The wavelengths of the detected neutrons are calculated from their time of flight by

λ =
h(T + ∆T0)

mL
= 3957 × (T + ∆T0)

L
(1)

where λ is the neutron wavelength (in Angstrom), h is Planck’s constant, T is the neutron time of flight
(in seconds), ∆T0 is the time offset of the source trigger received by the data processing electronics
(in seconds), m is the neutron mass, and L is the flight path from source to camera (in meters).

An overview of the TOF imaging set-up and the signal processing for an energy-dispersive
measurement on IMAT is shown in Figure 1. At the heart of this figure are the sample and the pixel
detector, here for the example of the GP2 detector [30,31]. The detector is placed at a known distance
from the source. On IMAT, a neutron pulse is generated and moderated every 100 ms, and the flight
path to the camera is about 56 m. The wavelength dispersion of the incoming pulses is illustrated
by the different colors of the neutrons, with the higher energy (red) neutrons arriving earlier in the
camera than the low energy (blue) neutrons. The energy dependence of the beam attenuation of the
incoming neutron pulses is reflected by the ‘color-dependent’ reduction of neutrons as they transverse
the sample. In the camera, each neutron is individually and uniquely tagged in position and time
within each neutron pulse.
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Figure 1. Time-of-flight (TOF) imaging schematic. The sketch illustrates the energy-dependent beam
attenuation, as measured in a TOF imaging experiment. The TOF pixel detector records every neutron’s
arrival time, with its (x,y) position. Four neutrons, labeled 1–4, from two separate neutron pulses are
labelled to illustrate and emphasize this point. The camera is controlled via the IBEX GUI used on
IMAT. For the image analysis a range of tools is available.
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The imaging camera (or pixel detector) is operated via the IBEX [36] instrument control program
which is based on the EPICS [37,38] software tools and libraries. The registered neutrons are stored
as images or event lists, and treated with a toolbox of image analysis packages. A typical raw data
size for a white-beam radiography and an energy-dispersive radiography is 8 Mbyte and 1.5 GByte,
respectively. An event-mode generated energy-dispersive data set for 10 k pixels and 4000 k time bins
is of the order of 5 GByte per hour. For the size of a tomography data set these numbers are to be
multiplied by the number of projections.

There are two important parameters to be considered when defining the performance of a
time-of-flight imaging instrument: (i) The maximum value of the wavelength band; (ii) the wavelength
resolution. The maximum wavelength band is defined by the need to avoid frame overlap, i.e.,
the superposition of neutrons coming from different neutron pulses into the same time frame.
The wavelength band width is given by:

∆λ =
3957
L × f

(2)

where f is the repetition rate, and L is the flight path from source to pixel detector. The repetition
rate is usually the pulse frequency of neutron source, but can be set to values lower than the source
frequency using neutron choppers by suppressing pulses from the source. For a flight path of 56 m
and a frequency of 10 Hz the wavelength band width is about 7 Å. With the suppression of every
other pulse by a chopper system the effective pulse frequency is 5 Hz, and the band width is about
14 Å. The accessible maximum wavelength range defines which energy-dependent features, e.g., Bragg
edges, are observed in one acquisition.

The wavelength resolution of the instrument is determined by the uncertainty δλ to which a
given wavelength can be determined. The actual width and shape of the neutron pulse for a particular
wavelength, and its dependence on wavelength, are complex functions dictated by the type, geometry
and physical processes occurring within the moderator. For a given wavelength, the relative uncertainty
δλ/λ determines the broadening of a feature, e.g., a Bragg edge, in a TOF spectrum. The resolution
function for IMAT has been determined recently [29].

In summary, on a TOF instrument energy-resolving or wavelength-discriminating measurements
are performed in a straightforward way, allowing for monochromatic, energy-selective and
energy-dispersive neutron imaging, in addition to ‘white-beam’ and ‘pink-beam’ (narrow wavelength
range) imaging applications. The hardware and electronic time resolutions of TOF cameras and
detectors are often much better than the intrinsic instrument resolution. With this in mind, we use the
term ‘energy-selective neutron imaging’ if neutron radiographies are collected for one or more, wide or
narrow, wavelength bands. Selecting certain wavelength bands is useful, for example, for enhancing
contrasts by exploiting the variation of the attenuation with energy, be it for different materials or
for different phases of the same material. ‘Monochromatic neutron imaging’ is a special case of
energy-selective imaging if one narrow energy channel is selected. Furthermore, energy-selection is
a prerequisite for ‘energy-dispersive neutron imaging’ where histogramming or scanning within a
wavelength range is performed with a sufficiently fine bin-width, for example across a Bragg edge of
a material.

2.2. IMAT Instrument

2.2.1. Source and Choppers

IMAT [25,26] is a cold-neutron imaging facility installed on the ISIS second target station TS2,
a low-power 10 Hz pulsed source of about 50 kW. The length of the beamline from source to sample
position is 56 m. Figure 2 shows design drawings of the full length of the instrument and a detailed
depiction of the sample area. Further illustrations of the instrument set-up are provided in Figure 3.
Neutrons at ISIS are produced by spallation reactions induced by high-energy protons impinging
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on a tungsten target. IMAT is installed on the coupled 18 K hydrogen moderator on beamport W5.
The neutrons exiting the moderator are transported by a straight, m = 3, evacuated supermirror guide
to the sample area. A 20 Hz T0 chopper at 12.75 m from the moderator serves as fast neutron and
gamma filter. Two 10 Hz double-disk choppers (at 12.2 m and 20.4 m) are used to define wider
(e.g., 6 Å) or narrower (e.g., 1 Å) wavelength bands but also to prevent frame-overlap of neutrons
between successive time frames.
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Figure 2. IMAT instrument layout. (a) The length of the instrument from source to sample position is
56 m. (b) The main components in the sample area are: evacuated flight tubes; beam limiting jaws;
sample positioning system (SPS); imaging camera; diffraction prototype detector.
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Figure 3. Installation of IMAT on TS2. (a) upstream view from the sample point showing flight tubes
and sample slits (out of beam) inside the blockhouse; (b) MCP detector setup; (c) sample area view
through the open roof into the IMAT blockhouse, with the Messina camera box carried by a robotic
arm; (d) concept drawing of the sample positioning system (SPS).
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2.2.2. Beamline Components

The neutron guide ends just upstream of a pinhole selector at 46 m. The pinhole produces a
quasi-parallel neutron beam adopting a specific divergence (or L/D) value, where D is the diameter of
the aperture and L is the distance to the neutron camera. However, it should be noted that the L/D
value is affected by both the divergence characteristic of the guide and the pinhole geometry [29].
The remote-controllable pinhole selector wheel offers a choice of five circular apertures, to define
different L/D ratios between 125 and 2000, and one large square aperture of 100 × 100 mm2.
The selector uses a system of changeable cartridges into which neutron-absorbing sheets (typically
consisting of boron based materials) with circular or rectangular apertures are inserted. Between the
end of the supermirror guide at 45.7 m and the pinhole selector a filter or diffuser can be inserted
into the beam if required. The purpose of a beam diffuser is to wash out spatial inhomogeneities in
the neutron beam which are present mostly due to the finite moderator size and gaps in the neutron
guide for choppers, monitors and vacuum valves. A non-hydrogenous, small angle scattering material
is considered as diffuser. A graphite diffuser is currently being evaluated for IMAT; so far, the filter
cartridge was kept empty.

From the pinhole the neutrons travel through approximately 9 m of evacuated flight tubes of
320 mm diameter (Figure 3a), before reaching the nominal sample position at 10 m from the pinhole
selector. An pneumatically-driven attenuator (‘fast shutter’) made of an 10B-coated Al-sheet is installed
upstream from the sample position as neutron absorbing blade that is driven into the beam to reduce
flux on the sample, thereby minimizing sample and camera activation when data is not being taken.

Four diagnostic TOF 40µ-vanadium-foil beam monitors are installed along the beamline,
at 11.7 m (M1), 19.8 (M2), 20.9 m (M3), and 46.2 m (M4) from the moderator, to inform about the status
of the incident beam. M1 to M3 are positioned before and after the choppers; M4 is positioned directly
after the pinhole. A fifth, retractable monitor (M5) with a thickness of 100 µm of the vanadium foil
installed at 49.0 m will be used for normalization of diffraction data. This monitor is usually driven out
of the beam for imaging experiments. An additional, portable TOF neutron beam monitor is available
for characterization of the beam spectrum at the sample position. The latter monitor uses a 6Li-based
GS1 glass scintillator (7Li-2.4%wt6Li) with an active volume of 0.95 × 0.96 × 0.95 mm3. The monitor is
calibrated against measured and Monte Carlo simulated scattering data.

The IMAT beam size can be varied between 1 × 1 mm2 and 200 × 200 mm2 using five sets of
‘jaws’ each made of four blades of 10 mm thick sintered boron-carbide. A set of retractable sample
slits (using four 3 mm thick 10B blades and with adjustment options along the beam direction) can be
used to define a small aperture between 1 × 1 mm2 and 50 × 50 mm2. As such, the slit set produces a
well-defined beam size just in front of the sample. The sample slit system and its support frame can be
seen in Figure 3a.

The IMAT sample positioning system (SPS) with its reference at 56 m from the source is used
for sample alignment, and for sample rotation for tomography experiments. The SPS has seven axes
for sample movements: a large rotation (Θ1; range: 360 degrees), three linear stages (‘X’, ’Y’, ‘Z’;
ranges: 1 m), two orthogonal tilts (ϕ1, ϕ2; range 10 degrees), a tomography rotation stage (Θ2, range:
360 degrees). The x, y, and z directions of the SPS in their home positions are in beam direction,
transverse direction and vertical direction, respectively, consistent with the coordinate system of IMAT.
A concept design drawing of the SPS is given in Figure 3d. The SPS is designed to lift and accurately
position 1.5 t loads. The tomography rotation stage can carry smaller samples <50 kg; the stage can be
dismounted if required. For sample alignment a laser beam along the incident neutron beam and two
theodolites are available.

A detailed description of the instrument and its measured performance has been given
recently [25,26,29]. It should be noted that IMAT is about to be equipped with additional diffraction
detectors, for strain and texture analysis via neutron diffraction. A prototype diffraction module is
shown in Figures 2b and 3c.
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2.2.3. IMAT Cameras

Three camera systems are available on IMAT, including two TOF pixel detectors. TOF pixel
detectors with high spatial and high timing resolution are essential for performing energy-dispersive
measurements on a pulsed-source instrument like IMAT. The currently available cameras and detectors
are listed in Table 1 with their main parameters.

Table 1. Current IMAT camera options.

Camera/Detector Type Camera/Detector Parameters Energy-Selection Options and Special Features

Berkeley MCP (Timepix 2)

- TOF: Triggered by source
- Energy-dispersive
- High neutron detection efficiency

Field of View (mm2) 28 × 28
Pixel Size (µm) 55
Number of Pixels 512 × 512
Number of Time Bins 3100
Smallest Time Bin (ns) ~10
Registers per pixel 1
Detection efficiency up to 40% for cold neutrons

Oxford-ISIS GP2

- TOF: Triggered by source
- Energy-dispersive
- Compact design: 15 cm × 15 cm × 11 cm

Field of View (mm2) 22.7 × 22.7
Pixel Size (µm) 70
Number of Pixels 324 × 324
Number of Time Bins 4096
Smallest Time Bin (ns) 12.5
Registers per pixel 4
Detection efficiency 7.5% at 2.5 Å

Messina Tomography - Flexible design; autofocus

(i) White beam camera; coarse energy
selection via choppers

(ii) White beam camera; coarse energy
selection via choppers

(iii) Source triggered gate: one
energy channel

Camera Box
Field of View (mm2) 60 × 60–210 × 210
Effective Pixel Size (2048) (µm) 29–103
ANDOR Ikon-L 936 CCD 2048 × 2048; cooled (i)
ANDOR Zyla sCMOS 4.2 2048 × 2048 (ii)
Plus
ANDOR iStar DH712 CCD 512 × 512; gatable (iii)

A microchannel plate detector (MCP) developed by the University of California at Berkeley [32]
utilizes neutron absorption by boron and gadolinium atoms impregnated into the MCP glass followed
by the generation of secondary electrons and signal amplification within the pores of the MCP localized
to a ~10 µm area. The field of view of the detector is 28 × 28 mm2 and the detector is capable of
providing a TOF spectrum for each pixel of the 2 × 2 array of Timepix readout chips (512 × 512 pixels,
each 55 × 55 µm2). The fast electronics with 320 µs readout time enables acquisition of multiple
‘shutters’ (maximum 1200) for each neutron pulse with individually controlled time resolution within
each shutter. It can be noted that a ‘shutter’ is synonymous with a ‘TOF range’ within the time frame
between two source pulses. The distance between the neutron-sensitive MCP and the front of the
aluminium window of the detector box is 12 mm.

An active pixel sensor (GP2) uses the PImMS-2 CMOS [30,31]. A gadolinium sheet is used for
converting neutrons to electrons which are then counted by a CMOS sensor with a pixel size of 70 µm.
A number of up to 4096 times slices can be used; the timing resolution is better than 12 ns. The GP2
has four 12-bit registers per pixel which reduces the effect of saturation (or event overlap). Due to
its compact design the camera can be placed close to a sample or sample environment where a small
sample-detector distance is required.

The Messina optical camera box of IMAT uses a scintillator screen for neutron-to-light conversion,
a 45 degree mirror, a lens to focus the light on a digital CCD or CMOS camera chip. The field-of-view
ranges between 60 × 60 and 211 × 211 mm2. The system is used for white-beam radiography and
tomography measurements as well as for energy-selective applications for contrast enhancement and
contrast variation, and potentially for large-field-of-view Bragg edge mapping. A range of scintillators,
either ZnS/6Li or Gd2O2S (Gadox), of different thicknesses are available. The field of view and the
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spatial resolution can be adapted by changing the lens. With a 2 k × 2 k pixel camera the best spatial
resolution is achieved for a field of view of 60 × 60 mm2. It is worth mentioning that the camera has
a built-in optical autofocus system [34]. Different CCD/CMOS camera modules can be mounted on
the box.

The IMAT cameras can be interchanged during a user experiment, and calibrated in less than two
hours. A camera support frame, with the position adjustable along the beam direction, and a 7 axis
robotic manipulator arm are available to support a camera when in use. The robotic arm solution was
selected based on the requirement to place and remove multiple detectors in the sample area above the
SPS; it allows for maximum flexibility to accommodate future detector designs.

There will be continuous upgrades and developments of imaging cameras on IMAT, especially
with regards to the active sensitive areas and the neutron detection efficiencies. Limiting factors
for energy-selective measurements for the CCD and CMOS systems are the minimum field of view
(limits spatial resolution) and the thickness of the scintillation screen (related to a blurring of the event
determination; limits spatial resolution) and the afterglow and activation of the screens (limiting the
time-of-flight determination from tens of microseconds to seconds). For IMAT a timing resolution of at
least 20 microseconds is required for TOF applications. Both IMAT pixel detectors MCP and the GP2
have a potential for the active areas to be increased by tiling, i.e., by placing readout chips side by side.
For instance, the current generation of the Timepix chip is three-side buttable allowing 28 × N mm
configurations. Future chips will be four-side buttable by implementation of through-silicon vias.
Envisaged development lines for neutron imaging cameras and detectors on IMAT are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Envisaged future IMAT camera systems.

Camera/Detector Type Camera/Detector Parameters Energy-Selection

Berkeley MCP (Timepix 3) See MCP above; sparsified readout; 10,000 time bins;
enlarged field of view, e.g., 28 × 110 mm2

- TOF: Triggered by source
- Energy-dispersiveTiled MCP

Tiled Oxford-ISIS GP2 See GP2 above; enlarged field of view,
e.g., 22 × 194 mm2

- TOF: Triggered by source
- Energy-dispersive

nGEM gas electron multiplier (e.g., [[39] ])
- TOF: Triggered by source
- Energy-dispersive

Field of View (mm2) 100 × 100
Number of pixels 125 × 125
Effective Pixel Size (µm) ~800

Additional options for Messina Optical Tomography Box
- Source triggered gate: one

energy channel per
neutron pulse

Gated CCD or CMOS
Field of View (mm2) 60 × 60–210 × 210
Number of pixels 2048 × 2048
Effective Pixel Size (µm) 29–103

High Frame Rate Camera 105 frames per second;
field of view e.g., ~30 × 30 mm2

- Source triggered: multiple
energy channels per pulse

High-Resolution Camera
- White beam camera; energy

selection via choppers
Field of View (mm2) 30 × 30
Number of Pixels 4096 × 4096; cooled
Effective Pixel Size (µm) 7.3

2.3. IMAT Spectrum and Energy-Selection

The ‘natural’ (non-overlapping) neutron bandwidth of IMAT is 7 Å, according to Equation (2),
for a source frequency of 10 Hz and a flight path of 56 m. Due to the finite opening and closing times of
the 10 Hz choppers of about 3 ms, the effective bandwidth is smaller, and close to 6 Å. Figure 4 displays
a single-frame IMAT spectrum (blue curve) for 10 Hz operation of the choppers, and with the choppers
opening with the pulse generation. The data were collected with the monitor M5 at 49 m from the
source. The wavelength band can be shifted upwards the wavelength scale at will, by dephasing
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the chopper openings. For the standard IMAT experiment a range from 1 to 7 Å is usually adequate.
The choppers can be run at half frequency to access the second frame, thereby doubling the effective
neutron wavelength bandwidth to 12 Å (black curve in Figure 4). In this case, every other neutron
pulse is removed by the choppers, hence the intensity drops by a factor of about 2. The pink curve in
Figure 4 demonstrates selection of a narrow bandwidth of about 0.63 Å (FWHM) near the maximum of
the flux distribution at 2.6 Å. A bandwidth selection is of interest, for example, for producing neutron
images beyond the Bragg cut-off wavelength where attenuation is dominated by absorption and where
crystal structure and crystal grain effects on the images are minimized. A narrow band is also used
to minimize the errors being made by averaging measured attenuation coefficients in the presence
of spectral beam inhomogeneities across the field of view and/or beam hardening effects for highly
absorbing materials.
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Figure 4. Beam spectra for different chopper settings, not corrected for efficiency: single-frame
white-beam; narrow-bandwidth (pink) beam; double frame white-beam. The spike at 8.1 Å is the
gamma pulse originating when the protons hit the target, in the absence of the T0 chopper. Data
were collected in histogram mode for neutron counts as a function of the neutron time-of-flight with
a logarithmic time bin of ∆T/T = 0.001 in a range between 5 µs to 100 ms and 5 µs to 200 ms for
single-frame and double frame acquisitions, respectively.

2.4. Instrument Parameters

Table 3 reviews some of the IMAT instrument and performance parameters, which were in
part determined during a recent scientific commissioning period [29]. Estimated values of spatial
resolutions and collections times on IMAT are given in the lower part of the table, for an L/D of
250. For Bragg edge imaging, the spatial resolution is not limited by the pixel size (e.g., 55 µm
corresponding to a spatial resolution of 110 µm) but rather by the available neutrons per space-time
pixel, and by the beam divergence and associated image blurring. Therefore, for IMAT experiments
pixel events are almost always combined in a macro-pixel. Moreover, Bragg edge imaging requires
sample thicknesses of several millimeters for obtaining significantly pronounced Bragg edge features.
For example, for a 25 mm thick sample and for L/D = 250 the image blurring is 25/250 = 0.1 mm. It is
obvious that collection times depend on the type of material studied, i.e., on neutron scattering lengths
and structure factors.
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Table 3. IMAT instrument parameters for TOF imaging. Performance parameters are taken from [29].
Estimated resolution and counting times refer to radiography (2D) and tomography (3D) experiments.

Neutron Source 10 Hz Pulsed Source

Neutron spectrum Cold spectrum, with a maximum at 2.6 Å;
100 × 100 mm2 view onto the LH2-moderator @ 18 K

Neutron transport 44 m, m = 3, straight supermirror guide with square
(95 × 95 mm2) cross section

Single/double frame bandwidth 6 Å/12 Å

Flight path to pinhole 46 m

Flight path to sample 56 m (centre of sample positioning system)

L/D L/D: 2000, 1000, 500, 250, 125 (nominal)
L/D: . . . , 1150, 510, 245, . . . (measured)

Maximum neutron flux 3.8 107 n/cm2/s (measured, for 100 × 100 mm2 pinhole)

Maximum field of view @ 56 m 185 × 185 mm2

Wavelength resolution ∆λ/λ < 0.4% (<2 Å) (measured)
∆λ/λ < 0.8% (>2 Å) (measured)

Spatial resolution and data collection time (ballpark numbers, for L/D ~250)

White-beam Pink-beam TOF (Bragg edge)

δλ/λ ~25% δλ/λ < 0.8%

Collection time (hours) 4–8 8–16 2–6

Spatial resolution (µm) 50 (3D) 100 (3D) 200 (2D)

Field of view (µm) 200 × 200 200 × 200 20 × 20

2.5. Infrastructure and Software

IMAT was designed and built in a way that an inexperienced user is able to operate most
components safely and efficiently. Like all ISIS instruments IMAT include safety features such as a
personal protection system for safe access of the experimental area, as well as an advanced motion
control safety system. Most operations on IMAT can be performed remotely via a central control
station (called NDXIMAT) in the IMAT cabin. A plan view of the IMAT extension building in
Figure 5 indicates some of the main IMAT infrastructure points around the shielded experimental area
(‘IMAT blockhouse’):

• IMAT cabin: With work stations for instrument control and image analysis, and links to the ISIS
data archive;

• a small chemistry/sample preparation laboratory;
• a large safe in lockable room for storing large samples, and valuable samples and objects. The room

can be used for sample storage before and after irradiation, i.e., for radio-activated samples
and equipment;

• an offline-testing area for sample environment, in particular for mechanical loading rigs;
• a hydraulic system to deliver 210 bar hydraulic pressure at 90 lpm flow rate to two manifold

stations - one positioned at the sample area and another station at the offline-testing area.
• a services shed outside the IMAT extension for hydraulic pumps, He gas compressors for cold

heads, vacuum pumps;
• an offline laser scanning area
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Figure 5. Plan-view sketch of the IMAT extension building, showing the infrastructure around the
IMAT blockhouse.

A 2-ton crane is available to load samples and equipment into the sample area through a
power-operated roof.

Figure 6 gives an overview of the data management structure. The IBEX instrument control
graphical user interface [36] runs on the NDXIMAT machine from which all instrument components,
choppers, pinhole rotator, beam monitors, fast attenuator, jaws, slits, imaging cameras and sample
environment are controlled. IBEX has also control of the ISIS DAE-2 data acquisition system which
manages the ISIS trigger signals, records the monitor counts as a function of time of flight, and in
future will readout the IMAT diffraction detectors. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the IBEX GUI.
The control of components are achieved via EPICS operator interfaces [38] but, most importantly, via
command line and python scripts which enables scripting of most instrument control options.
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A camera/pixel detector is set-up on a dedicated camera PC, usually with its own camera GUI
for stand-alone operations, for example PIXELMAN [40] in the case of the MCP, and the Messina GUI
in case of the optical camera box. Remote and scripted control of the camera interface is achieved via
EPICS. The image formats currently implemented are: TIF or FITS for single images; stacks of FITS for
the MCP; event lists for the GP2. The filename of a single image, or the name of an image stack (for
a number of rotations for tomography; a number of time bins for the MCP/GP2) has a unique run
number prefix. It is envisaged that in the medium term the IMAT data will be saved and archived in
NeXus [41,42] format.

Software tools for image analysis and Bragg edge mapping include BEATRIX [43],
TPX_EdgeFit [44] and RITS [45]. A number of pilot projects have highlighted that IMAT needs
flexible and adaptable software for the analysis of energy-dispersive data, as the analysis requirements
for experiments vary. Packages for 3D reconstruction (Octopus [46]; Tomopy [47]; AstraToolbox [48])
and segmentation and volume rendering (VgStudioMax [49], Avizo [50]) of white-beam data are
available for users on IMAT. Remote access to software for users will be implemented in the near
future. A python-based interface for pre-processing raw images and for preparing images for various
reconstruction packages is being developed within the MANTID [51] software framework. The analysis
is performed either on local desktop workstations or multi-core CPU/GPU high performance clusters
(HPC). In addition, efforts are made to process IMAT data with the SAVU [52,53] reconstruction
pipeline. Currently, IMAT data are processed / reconstructed locally, partially using licensed packages.
In the medium term, complete processing and reconstruction will be performed with freeware tools,
so that users can analyze data at their home institutions. It is envisaged that HPC clusters will be
required for particularly computational intensive iterative codes.

3. Demonstration of Bragg Edge Analysis on IMAT

Here we present a step-by-step description of an energy-dispersive imaging experiment on IMAT.
Data collected with the MCP detector on a shrink-fitted Fe–Cu test object are used to demonstrate the
data collection and image analysis procedures. The aim of the measurement on the test sample is to
determine the crystalline phase and axial strain distributions of the iron and copper phases with a
resolution of 200 µm.
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3.1. Sample Description

The test object consisted of a solid copper cylinder of 10 mm diameter and 25 mm height
shrink-fitted into a hollow ferritic iron steel cylinder of the same height but of 25 mm outer diameter
with a small interference fit at the inner diameter. The shrink-fitting was achieved by cooling the copper
cylinder in liquid nitrogen whilst heating the hollow iron cylinder on a hot-plate [54]. The temperature
difference and extent of misfit were sufficient to allow an easy shrink-fitting of the copper cylinder
into the bore. A photo and schematic of the sample is shown in Figure 10a.

3.2. Flight Path Calibration

The camera is installed in the beam path using a robotic arm, with a reproducibility of better than
a millimeter. For accurate lattice spacing measurements, i.e., for strain mapping, and for studying
phase transitions of crystalline samples, it is recommended that a standard sample is measured and
the flight path calibrated, especially if the camera was reinstalled or moved between measurements.
This will also ensure that the camera is working as expected. The flight path is determined from
several Bragg edge positions using the neutron time of flight relation of Equation (1). A beryllium
sample was selected for calibration because it yields a spectrum of well separated and well-defined
Bragg edges in a relatively short time. Other samples for calibration used on IMAT are iron and ceria
(CeO2) powders. Figure 8a shows the Bragg edge spectrum of the beryllium sample, contained in an
aluminium box, measured for about 30 min and averaged over the whole sensitive area of the MCP
detector. The thickness of the Be-sample along the beam direction was 80 mm. For the flight path
calibration the fitted TOF Bragg edge positions for different lattice planes (hkl) are plotted against
tabulated beryllium d-spacings (and hence wavelengths) (Figure 8b). Linear regression of calibration
points yields the flight path L and ∆T as fitting parameters: L = 56.35 ± 0.05 m and ∆T0 = 1.35 ± 35 us.
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Figure 8. TOF flight path calibration using a beryllium sample. (a) Indexed TOF spectrum for a large
region of interest of the sample; (b) plot of the nominal Be Bragg edge positions versus measured
Bragg edge positions. The slope yields the flight path; the intercept yields the TOF offset, according to
Equation (1).

3.3. Data Collection

3.3.1. Sample Alignment and Camera Preparation

The sample was installed in front of the Al window of the MCP detector, with the neutron beam
along the cylinder axis of the sample. In this way the Bragg edge shifts correspond to the axial strain
components of the Fe and Cu sample components. The sample was mounted on a boron carbide
pedestal to reduce scattering of neutrons, considering that the neutron beam is larger than the sample.
The distance between the downstream end of the sample and the active sensor is 20 mm, including a
12 mm distance between the front of the Al window, a 5 mm thick boron carbide B4C neutron shielding
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plate on the front face of the MCP, and a distance of 3 mm of the sample to the B4C shielding face.
The following settings were made, in preparation of the measurements:

- The IMAT disk choppers were set to 10 Hz, and dephased by 20 ms to define a TOF range of
32–115 ms, corresponding to a wavelength band of about 2.2–8 Å. The same delay of 20 ms was
set for the MCP detector (to be added to the TOFmin and TOFmax values in Table 4). The MCP
system used a 10 Hz trigger signal from the choppers.

- The beam size was set to 35 × 35 mm2 to fully illuminate the MCP active sensor.
- The pinhole was set to 40 mm diameter; i.e., the L/D was 245 [29]; the part of the sample furthest

away (45 mm) from the sensor determines the best resolution of 45/245 = 180 µm.
- The expected positions of Bragg edges can be found in crystallographic databases. There are

tools available to calculate Bragg edge spectra taking the structure information, and neutron
absorption and neutron scattering cross sections into account e.g., [55].

- The TOF ranges and the time bins were set in the MCP detector interface (by editing
ShutterValues.txt). Three MCP readouts were chosen between 32 and 115 ms, to reduce event
overlap (see below) whilst avoiding having Fe and Cu Bragg edges coinciding with readout
gaps. Table 4 contains calculated edge positions of copper and ferritic steel, and a list of shutters
used for the experiment: three TOF ranges (shutters) with time bins of 40.96, 20.48, 40.96 µs
were defined.

- M5 and the sample slits were moved out of the beam.

Table 4. Expected Bragg edge positions of Cu and Fe; lower and higher TOF boundaries of MCP
shutters (in seconds) indicating the readout gaps, and spanning a total range 12–95 ms. In addition,
the trigger signals and acquisition frame are delayed by 20 ms; MCP clock frequency 100 MHz/2n with
clock divider (n); time channel width (in µs); number of time bins (sum: 2612).

Calculated Bragg Edge Positions:

(hkl) (Cu) λ (A) T (µs) (hkl)(Fe) λ (A) T (µs)
(1 1 1) 4.174 59,465 (1 1 0) 4.051 57,710
(2 0 0) 3.615 51,500 (2 0 0) 2.865 40,815
(2 2 0) 2.556 36,410 (2 1 1) 2.339 33,320
(3 1 1) 2.180 31,060 (2 2 0) 2.026 28,860

TOFmin TOFmax n Time bin number of time slices
(s) (s) (µs)

12 × 10−3 32.68 × 10−3 8 40.96 504
33 × 10−3 57.68 × 10−3 9 20.48 1205
58 × 10−3 95 × 10−3 8 40.96 903

The sample was visually aligned using the alignment laser and a theodolite. The sample position
(x,y,z) was then fine-tuned in-situ in the neutron beam using the PIXELMAN [40] GUI of the MCP as a
live display. Additionally, SPS coordinates for a sample-out measurement were visually verified.

3.3.2. Open-Beam Data and Dark Current Images

An open-beam measurement was performed for flat field normalization. The MCP settings have
to be the same for the sample and open-beam runs. The open-beam collection time should be at least
as long as the sample measurement. Dark current images are not required for the MCP as there is no
detector dark noise for it.

3.3.3. Sample Scan

The counting time for the energy-dispersive radiography was three hours, corresponding to an
accumulated proton current of 120 µA. The data acquisition for the DAE-2 and MCP was controlled by
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a python script which includes the sample coordinates, exposure time (in proton current), and data
folder and data filename definitions. Running the acquisition with a target proton current ensures
an effective exposure time in case the neutron source trips and/or neutron pulses are vetoed by, for
example, the chopper system or sample environment. With the TOF ranges and time channel widths
as defined in Table 4 a stack of 2612 radiographies was collected, with each radiography belonging to a
given wavelength.

For strain measurements a dataset on an unstrained (‘d0’) reference sample is usually required.
For the test object studied here we have used lattice parameters from the literature as reference values
for the strain calculation.

3.3.4. Inspecting the Data

The MCP GUI provides a live display of the 2D radiography. An ImageJ plugin [56] is available to
inspect the TOF spectra during or after the measurement. Figure 9 shows an example of a screenshot
of the plugin GUI. The plugin is a useful tool for surveying a TOF stack of images; it performs, among
other things, the scaling and overlap corrections, and produces and displays a transmission spectrum
for a region of interest.
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is displayed.

3.4. Correction Procedures

The following operations need to be considered, performed on the stacks of sample and
open-beam images (consisting of 2612 individual time slices).
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3.4.1. Flat Fielding

The sample data and open-beam stacks are scaled to the same number of incident neutrons, using
one of the following: number of neutron pulses; beam monitor integral; an open beam area in the
sample image stack; proton current. Both stacks are subjected to artifact cleaning, including a white
spot filter. The sample stack is normalized, i.e., by dividing (macro space-time-) pixel by (macro
space-time-) pixel, by the open-beam data to yield a stack of transmission images. Note that there is no
detector dark noise for the MCP.

3.4.2. MCP Related Corrections

An event overlap correction [57] is performed to take account of the fact that the MCP can register
only one neutron per pulse per TOF range (shutter). Hence, a neutron arriving late in the TOF range
has a higher probability that a particular pixel is already occupied.

Furthermore, for a quantitative analysis the change of the detection efficiency of the MCP during
a measurement may need to be corrected. The efficiency changes under relatively high neutron fluxes
due to the ageing effects of current MCPs. Since this efficiency change is position-dependent, it induces
a memory image, which can be significantly reduced with correction procedures described in [35].

Misalignment of the quad (2 × 2) Timepix readout chips causes distortions of the real shape of
the sample image. The geometry of the gaps can be determined using precision phantoms, and the
image distortions can be ameliorated by post-experiment image corrections [58].

3.5. Basic Image Analysis

Figure 10 illustrates a simple image analysis as performed with ImageJ. The test object, and its
orientation in the neutron beam, is shown in Figure 10a. Figure 10b represents the ‘white-beam’
transmission image, generated by dividing the respective sums of 2612 slices from the MCP stack for
the sample and open-beam data. The white beam radiography shows hardly any contrast between
Fe and Cu components. Figure 10c shows a transmission image of averaged time slices 570–580,
corresponding to a narrow wavelength band around 3.8 Å, which emphasizes the Cu phase. Similarly,
Figure 10d shows a transmission image of averaged time slices 795–805, corresponding to a narrow
wavelength band around 4.16 Å, which emphasizes the Fe phase. The selection of wavelengths
to highlight one or the other phase is made based on the transmission spectra (Figure 11a) which
exhibit, for instance, that the Cu cylinder becomes opaque for a wavelength of 4.16 Å. Figure 10e
shows the ratio of two images: the numerator image was obtained by summing wavelength slices
between 4.6 and 5.5 Å; the denominator image was obtained by summing wavelength slices between
3.15 and 3.90 Å. The resulting image in Figure 10e enhances the Fe phase. Moreover, it indicated a
variation of transmission across the Fe-cylinder by about a factor 2, indicative of texture variations
in the outer Fe ring. Similarly, to enhance the Cu phase a ratio-image from regions 4.3–4.4 Å and
4.15–4.17 Å was generated (Figure 10f). The wavelength ranges for generating the ratios for the Fe and
Cu enhancements are indicated in Figure 11a. It should be noted that the details about which neutron
energies are best to enhance a given material do not need to be known at the time of the data collection.
However, care should be taken that there are no (readout) gaps in the relevant ranges of the spectra.
An image analysis as shown in Figure 10 emphasizes the advantage of collecting energy-dispersive
data, as it leaves a significant amount of flexibility for post-experiment data treatment, e.g., for time
binning, event mode analysis and material enhancement.
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3.6. Bragg Edge Mapping

The normalized data stack was used to fit Fe and Cu Bragg edges. Spectra from 20 × 20
neighboring pixels were combined to improve the neutron statistics whilst performing a running
average with a step size of 55 µm. Inspection of individual spectra of a single pixel and of regions of
interest indicated that a binning of 20 × 2055 µm-pixel was adequate, corresponding to a macro-pixel
size of 1.1 × 1.1 mm2. The image analysis illustrated in Figure 11 was performed with the BEATRIX [43]
neutron transmission analysis tool. Fe(110) and Cu(111) edges were fitted with the analytical function
given by Santisteban [17] yielding Bragg edge positions, amplitudes and widths. The wavelength
position is used to determine the residual strain

ε = 106 λ − λ0

λ0
(3)

with a reference value λ0 for each hkl-Bragg edge. For strain analysis λ0 corresponds to the Bragg
edge position of the unstrained material. With the experiment geometry as indicated in Figure 10a,
Equation (3) provides the thickness-averaged axial strain component in microstrain. Here we have not
performed d0 measurements for the Fe and Cu parts of the test sample, and hence we do not quantify
the axial strain. Rather, values for λ0 = 2 × d0 used were: 4.0538 for Fe(110) and 4.1742 for Cu(111),
respectively, calculated from corresponding lattice parameters of 2.8664 Å and 3.6150 Å for Fe and
Cu. Figure 11a displays the transmission spectra for the Fe and Cu phases for large regions of interest
of 150 × 80 pixels. Figure 11b shows an example of the fit quality for the Cu(111) Bragg edge for a
macropixel, superposed on the experimental transmission spectrum (solid black dots), with the blue
dots representing the difference, observed minus calculated. Figure 11c exhibits the combined maps
of the Bragg edge amplitudes of Fe(110) and Cu(111), thus representing the distribution of the two
crystallographic phases. Figure 11c illustrates that by Bragg edge fitting a phase separation can be
achieved. Compared to the image manipulation shown in Figure 10, a Bragg edge analysis is capable
of providing quantitative results in terms of phase fractions. Figure 11d shows the deviations of the
Bragg edge positions from reference values. A prominent ‘tensile’, axisymmetric feature in the outer
part of the Fe-ring is observed, as well a non-uniform, asymmetric distribution of Bragg edge shifts
for the inner Cu-plug. An interpretation of the maps in terms of axial strains and texture variation
(as indicated in Figure 10e,f) will be presented elsewhere, together with neutron diffraction data.
It should be noted that composition and strain maps for Fe and Cu were produced in separate analysis
steps and combined afterwards for display in Figure 11c,d.

3.7. Tomographic Reconstruction

Where multiple projections are available a 3D volume data of a scalar parameter can be
reconstructed using filtered-backprojection or iterative tools. From projections of, for instance,
Bragg edge heights (Figure 11c) a 3D volume data can be reconstructed. A study of tomographic
reconstruction algorithms of IMAT data is given in [59].

3.8. Discussion

The data collection and analysis work flow for the test object is given as example of an
energy-resolving experiment on IMAT. A more thorough analysis and interpretation of the test object
data for different strain components, and a comparison with diffraction data will be given elsewhere.
Generally, the scan parameters, analysis procedures and software treatment need to be considered
and adapted for each case, depending on the experiment’s objectives and experiment conditions (e.g.,
at non-ambient environments) to achieve, for instance, a certain signal to noise ratio, low contrast
feature discrimination or given spatial resolution.
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4. Conclusions

The new IMAT instrument is currently being prepared for user operation. Neutron imaging
studies on IMAT will be concerned with attenuation-based transmission measurements such as neutron
radiography, neutron tomography, and energy-resolved neutron imaging. Other techniques, such as
dark field imaging, will be explored in due course. The tomography and energy-resolving options will
be used in a diverse range of disciplines including engineering material sciences, hydrogen-related
technologies, battery research, earth science and cultural heritage.

Energy-resolved neutron imaging provides a tool for quantitative analysis of phase volume
fractions and for mapping texture variations. Currently Bragg edge parameters are mapped with a
spatial resolution of a few hundred microns. Analysis of the wavelength dependencies of Bragg edge
parameters allows studying microstructure feature such as particle size and microstrain. TOF image
analysis is in its infancy and advanced analysis algorithms and tools for reduction and analysis of
energy-dispersive imaging data are developed for particular science projects. Further gains in terms
of collection times and spatial resolution are to be expected with structure-constrained multi-edge
and Rietveld-type analyses approaches. For scalar parameters such as phase fractions the extension
from 2D to 3D imaging is straightforward as has been demonstrated by Woracek et al. [24]. Strain
gradients can be mapped, while a full strain analysis via Bragg edge transmission is hampered due
to the ill-posed problem for strain tomography [22]. The transmission analysis of structure-related
properties including residual strains and texture will, however, benefit from the additional information
from the diffraction detectors which are in the process of being installed on IMAT.
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